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AREA GUIDE CREWE

Why Crewe is called Crewe?
Crewe was named after the railway station, rather than the other way round. The Grand Junction 
Railway Company chose Crewe as the site for its locomotive works and railway station in the late
1830s, Crewe was a village with a population of just 70 residents previously.

Living in Crewe
When most people think of Crewe, they think of railways, But Crewe’s got a lot more to offer than 
just trains. There’s a thriving live music scene, as well as Queen’s Park, a traditional Victorian park
or the award-winning Edwardian Crewe Lyceum Theatre. Crewe is also home to the prestigious Bentley Motors.

Crewe is located approximately 23 miles from Chester, 15 miles from Warrington and 36 miles from both Manchester and 
Liverpool Airports.  Crewe was ranked the best place to live in the UK outside of London by Property Week as recently as 
2016. Cheshire East Council is in the final stages of a regeneration master plan for Crewe which includes the addition of a new 
swimming pool, gym and library. The town has also been proposed as the site of a new transport hub for the HS2 line, with completion 
planned for 2027, continuing Crewe’s further development and making it an attractive prospect for investment in buy-to-let rental 
property.

Property in Crewe
As one of Crewe’s’ longest standing estate agents in the town, we are well known and offer a wealth of knowledge to our clients. Crewe 
offers a vast range of property styles, from period properties to new developments and a range of apartments, terraced, semi-detached 
and detached houses of all shapes and sizes. With the advent of HS2, Crewe will be only 25 mins by train from both central Manchester 
and Birmingham as well as less than an hour from central London. This coupled with Crewe sitting within the heart of the 
fastest-growing local economy outside the south-east makes it a great place to invest in property. 

Shopping in Crewe
The town centre is undergoing a £50m programme of investment; the vibrant market is also undergoing a £3m refurbishment and will 
play an important role in Crewe repositioning itself as a prime leisure and retail destination. Out of town shopping, we have the Grand 
Junction retail park which has a multitude of national retailers and eateries.

Days out around Crewe
There is a diverse range of activities in Crewe, including the delightful Victorian Queens Park, Crewe's 'Railway Age' 
Heritage Centre gives a fascinating insight into its railway history. The Crewe Lyceum Theatre built in 1911 hosts a multitude of events 
from world renowned acts to local community theatre. The beautiful Crewe Hall is now a nationally renowned spa and hotel and offers a 
range of activities.

Food and Drink
There is a huge choice available for food lovers in Crewe and the surrounding areas with a multitude of beautiful rural pubs, 
bars and independent and national chain restaurants such as Nando’s Chiquitos and Bella Italia.

Sport and Leisure
Crewe has the Phoenix Leisure Park, which houses a cinema and a bingo hall. Crewe Lifestyle Centre is a superb leisure centre with 
swimming pools and a large gym, Adjacent to Queens Park we have the Shanaze Reade BMX Track named after Crewe’s very own 
Olympian. Crew e is also home to Crewe Alexandra Football club and it’s FA Youth Academy. Crewe even has its own American 
Football Team, The Crewe Railroaders who even had the 2016 film The Gridiron filmed about them on location in Crewe.

Schools in Crewe
Crewe has a high ratio of high schools, academy schools, colleges, primary schools and nurseries providing education at all levels. The 
brand new Crewe Engineering and Design UTC is 14-19 age group university technical college with a focus on engineering, design and 
manufacturing specialisms. The college is sponsored by Bentley Motors, OSL Global and Manchester Metropolitan University.

Commuting and Transport
Living in Crewe you cannot beat the location when it comes to transport links to some of the UK's major cities. Trains from Crewe take 
around 35 minutes to both Manchester Piccadilly and Liverpool Lime Street and just 55 minutes to Birmingham New Street. You can 
travel to London in 90 minutes and with the arrival of HS2 this will be cut to under an hour making it easily commutable. On the roads, 
the M6 between Birmingham and Scotland runs just east of Crewe via the A500 and you can reach the beaches of North Wales and the 
Lancashire Coast in around 90 minutes.


